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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This volume,Volume IT, of this Flex Bearing UUEC Final Report documents findings and
data pertaining to Team B's tasks. Team B was organized as one of two sub-teams of the
Unplanned/Unintended Event or Condition (UUEC) board established per InterOffice
Memorandum (IOM) A100-FY93-072. Team A determined the cause of the unacceptable
unbonds (referred to as "heat-affect" unbonds), including the initial, light rust t-tlm, in the FSM
#3 flex bearing was overheating of the Forward End Ring (FER) during cure, specifically in
zone 8 of the mold. Team A's findings are documented in Volume I of this report. Team
B developed flight rationale for existing bearings, based on absence or presence of an
unpropitious unbond condition like that in FSM #3's flex bearing.
2.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Team B, and Management via the Flight Readiness Review (FRR) process, concludes that
there are no flex bearings in the inventory with unbonds like the discrepant unbonds in the
FSM #3 flex bearing. Flight rationale is based on absence of that condition, and, therefore,
similarity to the qualified flex bearing configuration. To determine flight rationale:
. Process similarities, or changes (including tooling, equipment, raw material fabrication,
and T-17 procedures), were used to define populations of bearings of markedly similar
pedigree.
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. Dissected hardware and/or documentation were evaluated to determine goodness or
badness of hardware fabricated using known processes, raw materials, tooling, and so
On.
o Bearings built between December 1980 and October 1985 were assessed in greatest
detail, since bearings in that population were exposed to the highest zone-8
temperatures. Other populations were promptly cleared based on cooler zone-8
temperatures and no special-cause variation in other parameters.
-x_J
. Inference criteria (thresholds) were established for zone-8 cure temperatures, based on
the "goodness" or "badness" of associated, dissected hardware. Only two bearings
(those assigned to flight motors 360X031B and 34A) are above the threshold defined
by fully-bonded dissected hardware. Those two beatings are, however, below the
temperature threshold defined by the bonded areas of the FSM #3 bearing.
The UUEC team concludes that all bearings remaining in the fleet are acceptable for flight.
That assessment is based on:
1. non-similarity to the FSM #3 bearing, and non-similarity to the bearing
fabricated just after the FSM #3 bearing. "FSM #3 plus 1" was cured hot like
FSM #3 and exhibited corrosion/pitting on the FER. Cure temperatures for
existing flight bearings were less severe than those for the FSM #3 and "FSM
#3 plus 1" bearings.
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2. compliance with baseline T-17 acceptance-test and edge-separanon criteria.
. adequate understanding of the cause and condition of heat-affect unbonds and
performance of the FSM #3 flex bearing. Specifically:
a° peel samples from dissected hardware reveal that bonds in hot bearings
are strong in areas that are indeed bonded. Propagation of unbonds is
not a concern.
b° the bearing in FSM #3 was successfully flown or static tested several
(six) times.
3.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
It was increasingly apparent throughout the UUEC investigation that flex bearing cures are
sensitive and narrowly bounded operations. Rubber-pad cure temperatures less than
approximately 300 degrees F are believed to yield weaker bonds (refer to 1979/1980 task force
f'mdings); cure temperatures greater than roughly 340 degrees F may yield rust and unbonds.
Heating a massive component like the (R)SRM flex bearing within a narrow temperature band
is difficult. An improved, uniformly-heated mold tool and/or a more forgiving adhesive
system would improve producibility of flex bearing assemblies immensely. An increased
number of heat-zones were recently incorporated, allowing more individual control of heat
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vapplication and improving heat-umformity. Altemate adhesives can be practically evaluated
and incoq_orated as part of the OLDs program.
The databases created to support the investigation are valuable resources that should be
maintained and used by flex bearing team members. The information will lend itself
especially well to Statistical Process Control (SPC) efforts. The team will also consider using
non-baseline test procedures, such as Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy (GC/MS), to
define SPC parameters for raw materials. Parameters not defined or recently defined in
engineering, such as adhesive failure rates realized during material acceptance-testing, may
also be assessed using SPC techniques.
To address the aforementioned issues, the ULrEC recommends the following actions be taken:
1. M&P Engineering complete a trade study of alternate adhesive systems.
2. M&P/Core Design Engineering conduct preliminary testing of promising alternate
adhesives, if any.
3. M&P/Core Design Engineering define a development/qualification plan for an alternate
adhesive system, if promising candidates are identified.
4. Manufacturing/M&P Engineering define the thermal environment (identify areas of
non-uniform heating, identify areas where heat is lost) in the mold tool during flex
bearing cures.
5. ManufacturingfM&P Engineering complete a trade study of alternate mold-tool
systems.
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,
Manufacturmg/M&P Engineering define a develoPment/qualification plan for an
alternate or modified mold-tooL
ICWC (Design, Manufacturing, and Quality) Engineering implement SPC evaluation
of process parameters.
Quality Engineering provide visibility of/involvement in raw materials' SPC efforts
being pursued by Procurement Quality Engineering (PQE).
-._ j
4.0 DISCUSSION
4.1 APPROACH
The premise of Team B's effort is the unacceptable heat-affect unbonds and initial, light rust
film in the FSM #3 flex bearing were caused by overheating of the Forward End Ring (FER)
during cure, specifically in the 0-90 degree (approximately) quadrant (actually, 345-110
degrees). Heavily rusted areas developed as the unbonds were exposed to the post-fabrication
environment. Overheating caused the Chemlok 220 adhesive to degrade and initiated a
subsequent chemical reaction between the Chemlok 220 by-products, the Chemlok 205 primer,
and the D6AC steel FER and shim. That reaction yielded large, internal unbonds on the FER
and shim #10, and rusting of the metal. Figures 1 and 2 are sketches of the discrepant
unbonds, which are unique to pad #11 (nearest the FER). interfaces and roughly coincide with
butterfly-heater locations, every 40 degrees beginning at 20 degrees, circumferentially. The
cause and characteristics of the condition, including a fault tree analysis, are addressed in
detail in Volume I and, only as applicable, in this repom
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Because the discrepant areas of the FSM #3 flex bearing were isolated to shim #1O, pad #t 1,
and the FER, the UUEC team considered only those areas during evaluation of existing
assemblies. For example, as a minimum, only cure-zones near the FER (i.e. zone 8) were
ultimately considered, although other zones were examined prior to determining that
overheating in zone 8 was the mechanism that caused the discrepant unbonds in the FSM #3
flex bearing. The following general approach, subsequently discussed in detail, was used to
determine the probable condition of flex bearings in the fleet.
--.._j
A lot of information was collected and evaluated for relevance to the cause and characteristics
of the FSM #3 flex beating's unbonds and the condkion of the existing inventory.
Information that is essential to understanding the problem and substantiating the conclusions
of the UUEC team is presented. Notes or data that are not strictly relevant may not be
referenced, but are included in the appendices of this report or are available in permanent
records (i.e. manufacturing logs, DRs).
Approach:
1. Define flex bearing populations based on similar pedigree wkh respect to, for
example, process requirements, cure histories, tooling configuration, or lot-to-
lot raw material variation.
. Classify (dissected or discrepant) flex bearings "good" or "bad" based on the
known condition of shim #10, pad #11, and/or the FER. The condition of
hardware was determined by inspecting dissected flex bearings (including FSM
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#3's), examining d_section photographs, and reviewing Discrepancy Reports
(DRs), Process Departures (PDs), reports, and IOMs.
, Deem zone-8 cure data "good" or "bad", whichever applies to the condition of
the applicable bearing per (1) above, to develop a relationship (inference
criteria) between good or bad bearings and their respective histories, especially
cure temperatures.
,
q
Compare zone-8 cure data for bearings whose conditions are known (see 2,
above) to zone-8 data for flex beatings still in the inventory. Clear bearings
or populations of bearings that were cured cooler, since overheating in zone-8
is the cause determined by the UUEC.
Verify the inferred conditions of bearings in the inventory by reviewing
documentation such as DRs or acceptance-test results, to assure no conflicts
exist between inferred and documented conditions.
, Identify and compare all other cure-related variables (i.e. raw material changes,
process changes) to establish similarity between flex bearings, and, more
importantly, establish that cure-temperature variation is the variable that would
predominantly cause unbonds like those in the FSM #3 flex bearing, and
believed to have been in the "FSM #3 plus 1" bearing.
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4.2 FLEX BEARLNG IDENTIFICATION/POPULATIONS
Flex bearing data obtained during the course of the UUEC investigation were compiled, to a
large extent, on Line Of Position (LOP) charts. SRM and RSRM Process Summary LOP
charts, Figures 3 and 4, are examples. Line of Position charts provide information for
corresponding flex bearings identified by as-fabricated dash number and serial number, and
build date. Data were also complied in a table (Table I) where flex bearings are identified by
part number, serial number, refurbishment identifier, and bearing number - an arbitrary
4
tracking number assigned, in roughly chronological order, to each assembly. Populations of
flex bearings have been identified to segregate bearings of similar pedigree. Populations were
defined based on the historical information provided in the 5 February 1993 charts that were
presented to Management and are included in the appendix of this report.
4.3 "GOOD" AND "BAD" BEARINGS
Flex bearings described in sections 4.3.1 through 4.3.11 are presented in hierarchial order from
hottest to coolest average, third-cycle cure temperatures. They were judged to be "good" or
"bad" based on likeness, considering only shims #10, pads #11, and FERs, to the FSM #3 flex
bearing. Judgement was primarily based on the size of unbond areas, visual likeness to FSM
#3, and presence of rest or corrosion. Shore A measurements were not used to distinguish
between "good" and "bad" bearings since poor (too high or too low) values were not
characteristic of the FSM #3 flex bearing's condition (refer to Volume I).
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Availabledissectedhardwarewas first evaluatedby creatingandtestingthirty-degreepeel
specimensextendingfrom theInnerDiameter(ID) edgeto theOuterDiameter(OD) edgeon
FERs. If appropriateFERswerenotavailable,theOD surfacesof shims#10 wereevaluated
ftrst. Peelspecimenswere pulled at optimum 30-degreeangles(approximately,sincethe
angle was difficult to maintain) as shown in Figure 5. If an unbond was found,
circumferentialstripsof rubberwereremovedfrom thelocationof theunbondto evaluatethe
extentof the defect. Also, if anunbondwas found,anID edge-to-ODedgepeelspecimen
wastestedon thenextbondsurface(theOD surfaceof shim#10 if theFERwasevaluated,
theID surfaceof shim#10 if theOD surfaceof Shim#10 wasevaluated,andsoon) at the
samecircumferentialocation. This procedurewas repeateduntil no unbondsor adhesive
failuresof peel specimenswererealized. Peelspecimenswere alsofabricatedand pulled
alongthe boundariesof heat-affectunbonds. Photo_aphsweretakenand rubbersamples
(peels)wereretainedfor evaluationin the lab. The rubberacreageandpeeledareaswere
visuallyexaminedandphoto-documented.
Dissectedbearingsnot physicallyevaluatedduring the UUEC investigationwere assessed
basedon recordeddata. DR reviewsrevealedno FERsotherthanthat in the"FSM #3 plus
1" bearingthat were corrodedor pitted. DR reviews also revealedno unbondsof the
magnitudefound in the FSM#3 flex bearing.
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4.3._ BE_-M_INGNUMBER 24
Fabrication Date: 02/12/83
Fabrication P/N, S/N: 1U51060-12, S/N 0000007
Dissection P/N, S/N: 1U76916-04, S/N 0000013 R6
Classification: Bad (0-90 degree quadrant), Good (90-360 degrees)
Comments:
This is the bearing that was used in FSM #3. It was scrapped because a deep edge-unbond
was found in pad #I 1. Dissection revealed large internal unbonds addressed in Volume I of
this report. Team A, as documented in Volume I, characterized the unbonds in this bearing
and identified the cause of the condition. Well-bonded areas of rubber are also seen in the
FSM #3 bearing and corresponding cure data defines a relationship between good hardware
and acceptable cure temperatures. This observation was fundamental to cleating the bearings
in motors 31B and 34A, since zone-8 temperatures in good areas were lower than those in bad
areas and higher than the highest temperatures in other bearings. Specific dissection
observations are discussed in Volume I, but, in summary, peel specimens failed cohesively and
no heat-affect unbonds were identified between approximately 140 and 300 degrees,
circumferentially. Figure 6 shows the condition of the FER.
Conclusions:
Areas (0-90 degree quadrant, approximately) of the FSM #3 flex bearing are bad. All other
areas of pad #11 are considered good.
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4.3.2 BEARING NUMBER 25
Fabrication Date: 03/23/83
Fabrication P/N, S/N: 1U51060-12, S/N 0000008
Dissection P/N, S/N: 1U51060-12, S/N 0000008 R2
Classification: Bad (0-90 degree quadrant), Good (90-360 degrees)
Comments"
This bearing is referred to as "FSM #3 plus 1". It was dissected because an unbond in pad
#2 exceeded maximum depth criteria, and the assembly and individual pads #4, #6, and #11
violated separation-area limits. This bearing was the next bearing fabricated after FSM #3's
and is believed to have had a pad #11-condition similar to that in the FSM #3 flex bearing,
deeming this bearing bad in the same quadrant as FSM #3. Separation-inspection data
indicates the condition of pad #11 was significantly poorer than pads #4 and #6. Although
the unbonds in pad #11 were located at the OD edge (refer to DR 143606), they were in the
0-90 degree quadrant and ID unbonds may have been masked by the characteristic heat-affect
rind. The FER from the assembly was discrepant - it was heavily pitted at the pad #11
interface at approximately 0-90 degree circumferential locations (refer to DR 143549). An
Action Order (AO 4C2-1124) was issued to expedite refurbishment of the FER used in the
FSM #3 flex bearing to validate the belief that the pitting is also due to, and indicative of,
overheating of the FER during cure.
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Conclusion:
This bearing is believed to have been very similar to the bearing used in FSM #3.
Accordingly, it is deemed bad in the 0-90 degree quadrant of the PER, and good at other
circumferential locations.
4.3.3 BEARJ2qG NUMBER 29
Fabrication Date: 10/02/83
Fabrication P/N, S/N: 1U51060-12, S/N 0000012
Dissection P/N, S/N: 1U76916-06, S/N 0000002 R2
Classification: Good
Comments:
This flex bearing was dissected because pads #1- #8 and the assembly as a whole exceeded
subsequently-revised edge-separation criteria. Slighdy more than nine years have passed since
this assembly was fabricated, ample time for heat-affect unbonds to develop if an overheated
cure-condition existed.
The FER was not available. Peel specimens on the OD surface of shim #10 revealed uniform
Chemlok, no heat-affect unbonds, and no rubber that had pulled away from the FER, which
would have suggested there was an unbond on the convex surface of pad #11. Peel specimens
failed cohesively. Shallow (less than 0.1 inch in depth), intermittent rest was found on the
TWR-64983, Volume 17, Revision N/C 12
\ID and OD edges and at a single, isolated iocation, approxunately OG degrees
circumferentiaUy. The condition of the shim is shown in Figure 7; the photograph is mis-
labeled.
Conclusion:
This bearing was good, based on positive dissection-evaluation f'mdings and lack of anomalies
in pad #11. Upon dissection of the bearing assembly and refurbishment of the FER, no
corrosion of the FER was documented on DRs.
4.3.4 BEARING NUMBER 22
Fabrication Date: 10/18/82
Fabrication P/N, S/N: 1U51060-12, S/N 0000005
Dissection P/N, S/N: 1U52840-03, S/N 0000010 R4
Classification: Good
Comments:
This flex bearing was scrapped because pads 2,4,5,8, and 10 exceeded the maximum allowed
per-pad separation-area limit (9 square inches)(which is no longer an engineering requirement);
the assembly as a whole exceeded engineering requirements (that were subsequently changed)
with a total separation area of 567.794 square inches. Slightly more than ten years have
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elapsedsincefabrication,ampletimefor heat-affectunbondsto developif anoverheatedcure-
conditionexisted.
TheFElt of thedissectedassemblywasnot available,soshim#10 wasevaluated.No heat-
affectunbondswerefound,andnoevidenceof restor unbondedrubberthatpulled awayfrom
the FER during dissectionwas found. Intact Chemlokwas visible in areaswhere peel
specimensweretested. All peelsfailed cohesively,indicatinga goodbond. The dissected
conditionof this bearingis shownin Fig'ure8. Small,typical amountsof rustwere present
at 220 and260 degrees,circumferentially.
Conclusion:
This bearingwas good, basedon positive dissection-evaluationfindings and a lack of
anomaliesin pad #11. Upondissectionof the bearingassemblyandrefurbishmentof the
FER,nocorrosionof theFERwasdocumentedon DRs.
4.3.5 BEARING NUMBER 20
FabricationDate:04/02/82
FabricationP/N, S/N: IU51060-12,S/N 0000003
DissectionP/N,S/N: 1U52840-03,S/N 0000016R5
Classification: Good
TWR-64983,VolumeII, RevisionN/C 14
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Conmtents.
This bearing, referred to as "the snubbed bearing", was dissected at the direction of the UUEC
team because it was snubbed during splashdown and remained in a stretched position from
10/06/90 to 10/29/90 (see DR 405760), rendering it unsuitable for flight, based on available
rationale. More importandy, this bearing is in the same population as the FSM #3 bearing and
is representative, with respect to hot zone-8 cure temperatures, of flex bearings assigned to
flight motors 360X031B (31B) and 360X034A (34A). The condition of this bearing, assuming
little variation in parameters other than temperature, is indicative of the condition of the 31B
and 34A bearings.
Dissected hardware from the snubbed bearing was evaluated and is shown in Figure 9. Only
one heat-affect unbond was found. It was located between 57 and 72 de_ees,
circumferentially, on the OD edge of the FER and was 1.5 inches deep, maximum. Rubber
was bonded intermittently along the OD edge of the adjacent area of shim #10; a bonded
"find" is characteristic of heat-affect unbonds. The unbond was moderately rusted. The I'D
edges of the shims were rusted intermittently - the area was greased for storage, so rust
samples were not obtained. A rust-coated rubber sample was removed from the ID edge of
the FER; the results of Energy Dispersive Analysis of X-rays (EDAX) testing are documented
in IOM 2466-FY93-M100, included in the appendix.
All peel specimens, including those at the perimeter of the unbond, failed cohesively. Shore
A measurements were taken at butterfly-heater locations on the FER, at the ID edges and in
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themiddleof theelastomerpad.ThoseshoreA valueswerel,+-ig, theaverageof 18readings
was15.78.Therubberon theFERwastoothin to providereliablemeasurementsat theOD
edges.ShoreA measurementson theOD surfaceof shim#10 at 60 degrees, circumferentially,
were 16 (ID), 16 (middle), and 18 (OD). Shore A readings for rust coated rubber were
averaged 23 on the FER and 19 on the OD surface of shim #10. The shore A values do not
meet the 18-22 elastomer-acceptance requirement and the values are somewhat lower than
those measured in the only other full-scale assembly (refer to TWR-63806, RSRM Flex
Bearing Aging Study, Phase I) that was evaluated for shore A hardness. The measurements
are, at best, indicators of the elastomer's condition, and not a discriminator of Chemlok
degradation, the subject of the UUEC investigation. Therefore, shore A values are not of
fundamental importance to the UUEC, but may be a valuable SPC variables, or of use when
evaluating the integrity of snubbed beatings.
Conclusion:
This bearing, based on the condition of the FER, was good. The edge-separation area is
within engineering limits; isolated, minimal amounts of rust are commonly revealed in
dissected bearings, especially at ID edges; peel specimens do not indicate poor bonds.
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J-4.3.6 BEARING NUMBER 27
Fabrication Date: 06/03/83
Fabrication P/N, S/N: 1U51060-12, S/N 0000010
Dissection P/N, S/N: 1U76916-04, S/N 0000009 R4
Classification: Good
Comments:
This flex bearing was dissected because an unbond in pad #4 violated maximum depth criteria.
Unbond depths shall not exceed 3.20 inches for refurbished assemblies; the actual unbond
depth was 3.9 inches. Nearly ten years have passed since fabrication, ample time for heat-
affect unbonds to develop if an overheated cure-condition existed.
Dissected hardware was available. Small, typical amounts of rust existed on the ID and OD
edges of the shims. Peel specimens revealed no unbonds, visible Chemlok, and no additional
rust. No unbonds were found on the FER, even when all robber between 340 and 100
degrees, circumferentially, was removed. Figure 10 is a photograph of this dissected bearing.
Conclusion:
This bearing was good, based on positive dissection-evaluation ffmdings and a lack of
anomalies in pad #11.
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4.3.7 BEARING NUMBER 35
Fabrication Date: 11/04/85
Fabrication P/N, S/N: 1U51060-12, S/N 0000018
Dissection P/N, S/N: 1U52840-03, S/N 0000011 R2
Classification: Good
Comments:
This flex bearing was dissected because pad #1 exceeded the maximum allowed unbond depth
of 2.0 inches in 18 places. The assembly's separation-area (138.863 square inches) exceeded
engineering limits, also. Seven years have elapsed since fabrication, a time period sufficient
for heat-affect unbonds to develop if an overheated cure-condition existed.
Dissected hardware was evaluated and the FER was acceptable. All peel specimens failed
cohesively, Chemlok was visible beneath the rubber, and no unbonds were revealed. Figa.tre
11 documents the condition of the FER of this assembly.
Conclusion:
This bearing was good, based on positive dissection-evaluation findings and a lack of
anomalies in pad #11.
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r4.._.8 BEARYNG NUMBER 39
Fabrication Date: 07/31/86
Fabrication P/N, S/N: 1U51060-12, S/N 0000022
Dissection P/N, S/N: 1U52840-03, S/N 0000007 R3
Classification: Good
Comments:
This flex bearing was dissected because pads #3- #7 exceeded per-pad edge-separation criteria
and the assembly, with 293.64 square inches of unbond area, violated requirements. Five and
a half years have elapsed since fabrication, a time period sufficient for heat-affect unbonds to
develop if an overheated cure-condition existed.
x_j
The condition of the FER was acceptable. All peel specimens failed cohesively, Chemlok was
visible beneath the rubber, and no unbonds were revealed (see Figure 12).
Conclusion:
This bearing was good since dissection-evaluation f'mdings were positive and no anomalies
were identified in pad #11.
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4.3.9 BEARING NCMBER 53
FabricationDate:11/03/89
FabricationP/N, S/N: 1U52840-01,S/N 0000013
DissectionP/N, S/N: 1U76916-01,S/N 0000002R1
Classification: Good
Comments:
This flex bearingwasdissectedbecausethe flex bearing assembly exceeded separation-area
limits at depths between 1.4 and 3.2 inches, primarily in pad #1. Approximately three years
have passed since fabrication, a time period sufficient for heat-affect unbonds to develop had
an overheated cure-condition existed.
The condition of the FER was acceptable, per dissection-evaluation. All peel specimens failed
cohesively, Chemlok was visible beneath the rubber, and no unbonds were revealed (see
Figure 13).
Conclusion:
This bearing was good, based on positive dissection-evaluation findings and a lack of
anomalies in pad #11.
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4.3.10BEARING NUMBER 70
FabricationDate:08/19/92
FabricationP/N,S/N: 1U76916-06,S/N 0000016
DissectionP/N,S/N: 1U76916-06,S/N 0000016
Classification:Not Applicable
"_..j
Comments"
This assembly is referred to as "the zone-4 out" bearing because the cal-rod in zone 4 of the
mold tool (see Figure 14) failed during cure. Zone 6, located at the ID edge of the FER, was
hotter than usual to compensate for the lost heater. The assembly was subsequently scrapped
because max ID depth-plus-max OD depth criteria was violated on pad #1. The limit is 3.3
inches, which was exceeded in two places with values of 4.0 inches and 3.7 inches. Five
months (0.4 years) have elapsed since fabrication, a time period obviously (since heat-affect
unbonds did form) sufficient for heat-affect unbonds to develop.
A heat-affect unbond was found at 340 degrees at the ID edge of the FER. That unbond was
0.8 inch deep and 10.7 inches long (circumferentially), and was lightly rusted with a film
similar to that found in the isolated unbond in the FSM #3 flex bearing. A second, smaller,
heat-affect unbond was found at 20 degrees. That unbond was 0.4 inch deep and 6.8 inches
long. Both heat-affect unbonds had the characteristic find of rubber along the ID edge. Peel
tests at the perimeter of the unbonds failed cohesively, indicating a good bond. Uniform
Chemlok and no unbonds were found on the OD surface of shim #10 and the ID edge of the
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FEI_.at 20 and340 degrees.Peelspecmmnsat but;erfly-heatcrlocations(not includingthe
20- or 340-degreelocations) on the FER failed cohesively and intact Chemlok was visible.
The condition of this bearing is shown in Figure 15.
Conclusion:
Because of the cure deviation (zone-4 failure), this bearing is not representative of bearings
produced using the baseline process and was not used as a basis for comparison.
_.../
4.3.11 BEARING NUMBER 68
Fabrication Date: 06/15/92
Fabrication P/N, S/N: 1U76916-06, S/N 0000015
Dissection P/N, S/N: 1U76916-06, S/N 0000015
Classification: Not Applicable
Comments;
This bearing is referred to as "the double-cure bearing". It was initially cured per baseline
process requirements. During mold disassembly, a defect was identified in pad #I and
disassembly did not proceed. The defect was presumed to have been caused by pressure
loss/material extrusion through obsolete thermocouple holes in the monarch ring adjacent to
pad #I. Two T/C holes were plugged and two were unplugged, pad #i and the substrate
adhesives were removed and re-applied, the tooling was re-assembled, and the bearing was
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cured- the secondcurefor pads#2-#I1. The secolidcure,accompi_shedto evaluatethe
effectsof T/C through-holes,wascompletedusingtheYokogawaautomaticcontrol system
andbaselinetemperature limits.
Figure 16 shows the heat-affect unbonds resulting from exposure to two cure cycles. The
photograph is mis-labeled. Temperature limits were not violated during either cure, indicating
that heat-affect is a function of time-at-temperature, rather than high temperature only.
Peel specimens at butterfly-heater locations revealed heat-affect unbonds on the FER. Again,
the tmbonds were concealed by characteristic "finds" along the edges of the pads and appeared
to be well bonded along the perimeter. The unbonds were coated with light films of rust.
Chemlok was visible beneath rubber where unbonds did not exist.
Heat-affect unbonds were located on the FER and ID and OD surfaces of shims #4-#10.
Depth and location data are included in the appendix of this report.
Conclusion:
The double cure bearing is not representative of flex bearings in the inventory, so it was not
used as a basis for comparison. Double cure data are provided and valuable, however, when
affirming characteristics of heat-affect unbonds.
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4.4 ZONE-8CURETEMPEk.ATURE
Zone-8 cure temperatures were primarily considered to determine goodness or badness of
existing bearings. Consideration of, primarily, zone 8 is acceptable, within the scope of the
UUEC, since overheating in that zone is the recognized cause of the discrepant unbonds in
the FSM #3 flex beating, and the presumed cause of the inferred condition of the "FSM #3
plus 1" flex bearing. Temperatures in zones adjacent to zone 8, specifically zones 6 and 4,
were and are cure-acceptance criteria, and Process Departures (PDs) would have been written
had temperatures in those regions been excessive. Had zones 6 and 4 been overly hot, the
DR/PD search conducted by the UUEC would have revealed it. Therefore, only cure records
for zone 8, which did not constitute cure-acceptance criteria prior to 1988, were evaluated.
Zone-8, third-cycle (cure) temperatures are shown on the SRM and RSRM LOP charts
(Figures 3 and 4).
Several issues associated with zone-8 data were addressed and resolved by the UUEC team.
Specifically, the team addressed: (1) the validity of thermocouple (T/C) #4 data, (2) pegged
temperatures (temperatures greater than 400 de_ees F), and (3) the use of average (versus
maximum) zone-8 temperatures to when evaluating cures.
In some cases T/C #4 measurements are lower than expected. That T/C data is erroneous for
certain flex bearing builds. T/C #4's measurements were comparable in magnitude to TICs
#1, #2, and #11 for cures completed prior to 1981; that same T/C registered significantly
lower temperatures after 1981. No tooling modifications or installations of replacement
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vthennocouples were identified, so the most plausible explanation for the lower mea_ureme,_s
after 1981 is T/C #4 was pinched and shorted, providing erroneous readings. A thermal
analysis of the bearing mold supports this conclusion, and is addressed in Volume I.
_...,w, ,f
Also, in some cases maximum temperatures exceeded the 400-degree F limit the strip-chart
equipment was capable of recording, so some strip-charts pegged. In those cases maximum
temperatures were determined by extrapolating the data. For individual flex bearing cures,
temperature at a thermocouple location where the strip-chart did not peg was plotted against
temperature at a T/C location where temperatures did peg, for several times during the third
cycle of the cure (see Figures 17, 18 and 19, examples). The points were curve-fit (Iinearly,
fortunately), then extrapolated beyond the 400-degree F limit. The relationship was used to
estimate actual temperatures above 400 de_ees F, knowing the corresponding unpegged
temperature.
The FSM #3 flex bearing was subjected to the maximum average zone-8 temperature.
However, comparison of maximum temperatures is not strictly accurate since temperatures
often peaked briefly at temperatures higher than what was typical during third-cycles. This
is apparent when cure data, included in the appendix of this report, are reviewed. Therefore,
average third-cycle temperatures were calculated and used as a basis for comparison. When
zone-8 third-cycle data for all bearings are compared, populations other than that including
the FSM #3 flex bearing are cleared based on relatively cooler temperatures. Clearance
assumes there are no special-cause variations in other parameters, which would introduce cure-
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affecthlg variables other than zone-8 temperature. Tile "FSM #3" population was addressed
in great detail since bearings in that population were chiefly subjected to the most extreme
maximum and average third-cycle, zone-8 temperatures. All other populations are considered
acceptable because they clearly were not subjected to the mechanism, excessive heat from the
butterfly heaters, that caused the unacceptable unbonds in FSM #3's flex bearing.
Cure data for hotter-than-average bearings are presented in Table II, in addition to other
compiled information. That table was used to compare and infer the conditions of existing
hardware, as discussed in Section 4.5.
Temperature was primarily considered, however cure time is implicated by the double-cure
bearing. During the double-cure, acceptable zone-8 temperatures were realized for twice the
normal exposure time and heat affect unbonds resulted. Therefore, development of unbonds
like those in the FSM #3 flex bearing is a function of both time and temperature. Laboratory
studies (refer to IOM 2433-80-M223 and TWR-12947) suggest that the function is not linear
and tests are in-work in the laboratory, intended to support def'mition of a time-temperature
relationship. That work is addressed in detail in Volume I.
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4.5 DATA COMPARISON
The information presented in Table II is used to identify beatings, if any, that are similar to
that in FSM #3. In using this approach, the team did not define the threshold beyond which
higher temperature results in heat-affect unbonds. Instead, data for bearings being evaluated
were compared with data associated with knowingly good hardware. Although def'mition of
the threshold is not required to establish flight rationale, testing in the laboratory is being
conducted to characterize heat-affect unbonds. That testing is addressed in Volume I.
x..../
Information in Table II is color-coded. Red indicates conditions deemed bad (refer to section
4.3); green is good, and blue indicates an uncertain condition. Per Table II it is apparent that
the flex bearing in FSM #3 was worst-case. "FSM #3 plus 1" was also bad in the 0-90 degree
quadrant. All others were subjected to zone-8 maximum average temperatures that were
cooler than good (green) bearings or bonded areas of the FSM #3 and "FSM #3 plus 1"
bearings. Existing bearings are, therefore, acceptable. Even relatively hot bearings,
particularly 31B and 34A, are certainly no worse than the bonded areas of the FSM #3 flex
bearing, which successfully and repeatedly demonstrated a 1.0 factor of safety during each of
its flight and static-test uses. Temperature data pertaining to 31B and 34A are presented in
greater detail in Table III, which is color-coded like Table II.
4.6 CHANGES TO PROCESSES AND MATERIALS
Changes to processes and materials were reviewed to identify differences, if any, that might
have affected the cure of flex bearings. The purpose of that review was to establish similarity
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_wlthm normal lo_-to-lot or assembly-to-as:;embly variationj among (R_SP, M beaxings - to
establish, for example, that all lots of each raw material will degrade at roughly the same cure
temperature. By establishing similarity with respect to materials properties and process
parameters, temperature remains the primary discriminator used to identify bearings with
"FSM #3" unbonds.
Vendor-supplied change-summaries for Chemlok adhesives are available only for changes
incorporated after 1985. Additional testing of the specific lots used in existing bearings
cannot be accomplished since the lots were wholly used to fabricate flex bearings, so samples
no longer exist. Goodness is inferred from existing material acceptance-test results, dissection
observations, and test results for lots of material that are available.
Stock and lot numbers of Chemlok 205, Chemlok 220, TR3005A elastomer, and Tycement
used in each flex bearing are listed in Table IV. Change summaries are included in the
appendix. No significant changes were made to Tycement or Chemlok 220 adhesive.
Elastomer changes were insignificant or justified and documented well prior to incorporation.
Also, elastomer behavior was not identified as a cause of unbonds in FSM #3 's flex bearing,
so detailed evaluation is outside the scope of the UUEC. More than other raw materials, the
Chemlok 205 formulation and processes have changed since 1985 (see Appendix D). Again,
goodness is inferred from acceptance-test results, dissection observations, and test results for
lots of material that are available. All raw materials are tested prior to acceptance. Baseline
acceptance data provides no evidence that properties have changed. Reject rates have not
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increased(otherthanin 197b,whentia¢Chemlok220formulationchanged)andacceptance-
test resultsarewithin three-sigmalimits (datais includedin the appendix),indicatingthat
consistentlysimilarmaterialhasbeenaccepted.
Available lotsof flex bearing materials are being tested in the lab, repeating the "heat-affect
unbond" study accomplished in 1980. The results of testing completed to date are addressed
in detail in Volume I and summarized here. Gas chromatography evaluation of available
Chemlok 220 and 205 samples yield constituents similar to those previously identified.
Results of tests conducted in 1980 indicate that hydrochloric acid (HCL) and water are by-
products of Chemlok degradation; recent tests confirm those results when dried, rather than
wet, Chemloks are evaluated.
-x..j
Test results and acceptance data indicate acceptable materials are received; there is no reason
to believe that changes to raw materials have adversely affected the cure of flex bearings or
increased the potential for creating heat-affect unbonds.
Also, fortunately, some lots of raw materials were used in several flex bearing assemblies,
eliminating a variable (raw material variation) when establishing similarity between bearings.
The flex bearing assigned to flight motor 360X031B used the same lot (stock number 7408,
LOT0021) of Chemlok 220 that was used in good bearing #22 (10/18/82), establishing
exceptional similarity between those two assemblies. Bearing #22 also incorporated Chemlok
220 LOT0022, which was used in FSM #3 with poor results, further indicting temperature
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rather than Chemlokvariationas the discrmainatingparameterconsideredin the UtSEC
investigation. Confidencein temperatureasthe primary discriminatoris further increased
sincebearings#25(bad - hot cure),#26 (34A - inferredcondition- good),and#27 (good-
cooler cure) all used the same lots of Chemloks205 and 220 (7407/LOT0022 and
7408/LOT0023,respectively)with different results. Since raw material propertiesare
essentiallyconstant,thisobservationsupportsthetheorythathotcurescausedthe discrepant
unbondsin the FSM#3 (and"FSM#3 plus 1") bearing.
Processchangesincorporatedthroughoutthe (R)SRM programare shownon LOP charts
(Figures3 and4). Theywereassessedaspartof theUUECinvestigationto determineif they
would affect the product's responseduring cure. Application of adhesivesand cure
temperaturesare consideredthe mostpertinentvariables. Adhesiveapplicationis critical
becausetheamountof materialisafundamentalfactorin anychemical-reaction,vulcanization
in this case,process,andbecausevendorinformationconfn'msthat sufficientChemlok205
mustbepresentto protectsteelfrom Chemlok220. Althoughno changesto the adhesive
applicationprocesswere identified,laboratorytestsarein-progressto determinethe effects
of variationin adhesive-thickness.Cure-temperaturelimits werescrutinizedin most detail,
sinceexcessivezone-8 temperatures predominately caused the FSM #3 flex beating's unbonds.
Process changes incorporated in late 1988 were in the direction of goodness with respect to
zone-8 temperatures. Notably, shields were placed over the butterfly heaters to better
distribute the applied heat, thermocouples were placed on the FER rather than the tooling, and
zone-8 temperatures became cure-acceptance criteria. Bearings fabricated after the
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aforementioned chmtges were incorporated were not exposed to excessive heat and, therefore,
are cleared of having "FSM #3" unbonds. Prior to 1988, temperature limits varied but no
other changes were identified that would uniquely affect zone-8, establishing similarity
between bearings and supporting strict comparison of cure temperatures to determine if "FSM
#3" unbonds may exist in other bearings.
Further supporting comparison of cure-temperatures, bearing #14 (05/30/80) was the only
bearing fabricated after third-cycle temperature limits were increased from 315 to 335 degrees,
maximum, for T/Cs on monarch rings. That bearing exhibited unbonds like those in FSM #3
(refer to TWR- 12947) and monarch-ring temperature limits were subsequently reduced. Zone-
8 temperatures, however, were not cure-acceptance criteria and were not evaluated or
redefined at that time.
Acceptance-test procedures and results were also evaluated. With only two exceptions, no
bearings have violated performance limits for tests conducted in T-17. Those two exceptions
are bearings that violated leak-test requirements: one leaked, one violated the maximum
deflection limit that was subsequently deleted from engineering. The data, included in the
appendix, show shifts over time; the trends are interesting and should be evaluated, but are
considered beyond the scope of the UUEC, since successful versus unsuccessful T-17
performance cannot be used to discriminate an unbond-condition similar to that in the FSM
#3 bearing.
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Separation-area, typically used tc judge goodness or badness of bearir, gs, was assessed. Since
it is not a valuable discriminator - the edge-separation inspection did not reveal the condition
of "FSM #3" prior to previous uses - assessment of separation-areas was not valuable to nor
accomplished by the UUEC team.
Discrepancy Reports (DRs) and Process Departures (PDs) written against raw materials were
reviewed. No departures were identified that would make the FSM #3 flex bearing, or any
other bearing, unique with respect to integrity of raw materials or process parameters.
DRs and IOMs pertaining to bearings #38 and #41 and the process checkout bearings
fabricated in December 1987 and March 1988 indicate that butterfly heaters may have been
unusually close to or touching the FERs of those bearings during cure. A butterfly-heater
shaped impression was noted on the OD surface of the FERs. The condition was not noted
for any other bearings. Had a "cal-rod touch" condition existed for other bearings and was
not documented, there is evidence that the hardware was not adversely affected. Bearings #38
and #41 and the process checkout bearings have all been dissected; records review and
physical evaluation of dissected bearing #41 (the "Beck.strand" bearing) reveal no unusual
effects of resulted from possible contact between butterfly heaters and FERs. Furthermore,
changes, namely incorporation of heat shields and T/Cs on the FERs rather than the tooling,
implemented during the 1988 task force preclude(ed) cal-rod/FER contact and overheating of
FERs.
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4.7
AO
DR
EDAX
FER
FRR
FSM
GC/MS
HCL
ID
IOM
LOP
OD
PD
P/N
PQE
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S/N
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SRM
T/C
UUEC
ACRONYMS
Action Order
Discrepancy Report
Energy Dispersive Analysis of X-rays
Forward End Ring
Flight Readiness Review
Flight Simulation Motor
Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy
Hydrochloric Acid
Inner Diameter
InterOffice Memorandum
Line Of Position
Outer Diameter
Process Departure
Part Number
Procurement Quality Engineering
Redesigaaed Solid Rocket Motor
Serial Number
Statistical Process Control
Solid Rocket Motor
Thermocouple
Unplanned/Unintended Event or Condition
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Figure 5. 30-degree Peel Specimens
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Fi_u'e 6. Bearing #24 - FSM #3
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Figure 7. Bearing #29
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Figure 8. Bearing #22
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Figxlre9. Bearing#20 - Snubbed
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Figure 10. Bearing #27
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Figure 11. Bearing #35
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Figure 12. Bearing #39
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Figure 13. Beating #53
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Figu__ 14. Mold Tool
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Figure 15. Bearing #70 - Zone #4 Out
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Fibre 16.Bearing#68 - Double Cure
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